Remove staled branches in svn repository

08/01/2018 03:48 AM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)

Description
the ruby svn repository has a lot of staled branches.

I will remove the following branches for migrating git.

half-baked-1.9
KEIJU
KOSAKO
matzruby
mvm
new_gc
rexml_adds_tests
ricsin
RUBY
ruby_ml7n
SER
SHIGEO
SCPOLTRIN
testunit
unlabeled-1.1.1
unlabeled-1.39.2
v1_0r
v1_ldev
v1_lr
win32-unicode-test

If you have any objection, Please comment this issue.

History
#1 - 08/01/2018 03:54 AM - usa (Usaku NAKAMURA)
  v1_* branches are just like ruby_2_* branches.
Pleased keep them.

#2 - 08/01/2018 03:54 AM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)
  - Subject changed from Remove staled branche in svn repository to Remove staled branches in svn repository

#3 - 09/13/2018 06:19 AM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)
  half-baked-1.9
  KEIJU
  KOSAKO
  matzruby
  mvm
  new_gc
  rexml_adds_tests
  ricsin
  RUBY
  ruby_ml7n
  SER
  SHIGEO
  SCPOLTRIN
testunit
unlabeled-1.1.1
unlabeled-1.39.2
v1_0r
v1_ldev
v1_lr
win32-unicode-test

I will move them into tags.
#4 - 09/13/2018 06:20 AM - knu (Akinori MUSHA)
I think you can just move them to under tags.

#5 - 09/13/2018 07:15 AM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed

I removed them from branches directory now.

https://svn.ruby-lang.org/repos/ruby/branches/